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to a at. 10.01i . 

DIRARTRR III TRt PHILIPPIRRB 

wm (interprotetioa from Arebiclt I rhould like, on 

behalf of tho Goners1 Aa#embly, to erpromr to the Government and poop10 of the 

Philippiaer our deepert rympathy on the traqic lorm of life and material 

damage caured by the racent flood8 there. 

I rhould alro like to exprerr the hope that the international cofmnunity 

will show its solidarity and respond promptly and qeaerourly to any request 

for a8ristance. 

pr. PBpLLLb (Philippinea) a On behalf of the Govornmeot and people 

of the Philippines, I should like to thank the Central Arrembly for the 

rentimentr you have jurt expressed, Mr. President. 

AGENDA ITW 10 

REPORT OP THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON THE WORK OF THE ORCANIZATION (A/46/1) 

The (interpretation from Arabic)! It ir customary for the 

Assembly to take note of the annual report of the Secretary-General. 

If I hear no objection, may I take it tbzt the Assembly wishes to take 

note of the report of the Secretary-General in document A/46/1? 

Jt wa8 so d- . 

m PRE- (interpretation from Arabic): We have thus concluded 

our consideration of agenda item 10. 
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AGBnDA ITBM 13 

RBPORT OF 'MU fWYBRIATIOllAL COURT Ot JUSTICB (A/46/4) 

ThQPPISfDtlPTI The report of the International Court of Justice 

(A/46/4) covers the period 1 August 1990 to 31 July 1991. 

May I take it that tho General Aerombly takes note of the report of the 

International Court of Justice7 

Th,a I call on Sir Robert Yerdall Jennings, President of 

the International Court of Jurtice. 

uert Jm (President of the International Court of 

Justice): I am moat grateful for the permission that has been given to me, as 

President of the International Court of Justice, to address the General 

Assembly. I thought it might be useful at this session, when there is the 

feel of a new beginning, when the international scene is changing with 

bewildering rapidity, to take a new look at the role of the International 

Court of Justice. 

After decade9 of underuse, the Court now has a full docket of important 

cases, with Parties ranging from Scandinavia to Australia and from Central 

American to the Gulf. Perhaps I might give the Assembly a brief rundown of 

the present list of cases, in order to give some idea of the topics and of the 

Patties involved. 

First, the Court will give its Judgment early next week in a case between 

Guinea-Bissau and Senegal on whether an arbitration award of 1989, concerning 

their dispute over the maritime boundary, is or is not binding. 

Second, beginning next week will be the oral proceedings in a case 

brought by Nauru against Australia regarding the mining of Nauru’s phosphate 

resources during the period of trusteeship. 
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Third, progressing at the same time - for goae are the days of taking one 

case at a time - is the care betwen I1 Salvador and Honduras, with Nicaragua 

a* intervener, brought before a Chamber of the Court, concerairq six portions 

of the laod frontier, the legal position of the raters of the Gulf of Fonsera, 

and questions about islands in the Gulf. This dispute, going back a very long 

time indeed, has at least once led to armed hostilities. 

Courth, a new case introduced by Guinea-Bissau against Senegal seeks to 

bring the substance of the question of their maritime boundary before the 

Court. 

?ifth, there is the case brought by Finland against Denmark complaining 

that a suspension bridge that Denmark proposes to build over the Great Belt 

Will, if completed, be in breach of rights of passage for drilling rigs and 

drilling ships that pass through those waters fron Finland to the North Sea. 

The Court has already adjudged an application for interim measures of 

protection in this case and will probably be holding hearings on the substance 

of the matter next year. 

Sixth, there is a case between Denmark and Norway over the delimitation 

of the maritime boundary between Greenland and Jan Mayen in which a very larye 

area of sea and shelf is involved. 

Seventh, the Islamic Republic of Iran has brought a case against the 

United States concerning the shooting down of Iranian Flight 655 in the Gulf 

on 3 July 1988. 

Eighth, the well-known case of territorial dispute between the Libyan 

Arab Jamahiriya and Chad, which has at times been the cause of armed 

hostilities, now comes before the Court as a result of action by both Parties. 
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Ninth, Portugal ha8 recently brought a cam 89ainrt Aurtralia conceralng 

the continental shelf off East Tinor, Portugal complainltq of Australian 

dealings with Indonesia over that aaritiao area. 

Tenth, there is an application by Qatar against Bahrain reqarding the 

marltine boundary in the Gulf. 

Eleventh, the cam concerning border and tranrborder armed actions 

brought by Nicaragua against Honduras remain8 on the list but proceedings have 

been suspended at the request of both Parties. 

All eleven of these cnsee are brought under the Court’s contentious 

jurisdiction. But it would be wrong to assume that the influence of the Court 

is necessarily limited to the cases appearing on the lists and eventually in 

the reports; there are also cases that are settled diplomatically when the 

possibility of resort to the Court as an option is brought up in negotiation. 

I should mention that the use of the contentious jurisdiction is now much 

assisted by the Trust Fund for helping to meet the expenses of poorer litigant 

governments. This 7mportant Fund was created on the initiative of our present 

Secretary-General, and all the Members of the Court are most grateful for this 

assistance. 

There are no advisory opinion cases before the Court at the moment, but 

there have been some fairly recently, and I would like to mention that 

recently, for the first time, the Economic and Social Council exercised its 

pover to ask the Court for an advisory opinion. 
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Thia docket of came8 is an impror~ivo lirt comparocl with, I think, that 

of any other time in the history of the World Court. Bvbn I)O, one i8 wry 

much aware that a liet of 11 cane8 might not iawdiately atrike a judge ot a 

typical domestic court a8 reprorenting an over-bwy court. 

On this point, I rhould like to mention that the International Court and 

domestic courts are not in a comparable rituatioa. ?ir@t, there are the 

dimearions of some of the cases we have to hear and decide. The 

Honduras-B1 Salvador case is one in which there ir a table full of volumes of 

documents and volumes of arguments and pleadiagr, which is in itself a very 

large task to negotiate. Secondly, in most of the ca8es - in fact, 10 out of 

the 11 I have mentioned - the Court door sit aa a full court of 15 judges, or 

if there are ad hoc judges, even 16 or 17, who muat, every one of them, be 

allowed to take a full ?art in the preparation of notes, in the deliberations 

and in the formal readings of the draft judgment in the two languages of the 

C -..tt. +.-- They must be allowed to do this because they are elected, in 

accordance with the Statute, to represent the main forms of civiliration and 

the principal legal systems of the world. To fulfil that requirement, the 

Court must operate as a college and it takes a good deal of time, as one can 

imagine, for 15, 16 or 17 judges to take a full part in almost every stage of 

the decision of a case. Finally, I might perhaps be allowed to mention that 

every judge does his own research, in every case, into the now vast and 

complex body of international law materials, for none of us is provided with 

research assistants, and even secretarial assistance has to be shared. I 

mention these matters because the Court does feel very busy, and from what 

happened in the past I think we mry say that it is gratifyingly busy by any 

standard. 
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Glancing at thir ll,t of cailem, w can ray on0 thing with asmutance: 

this ir indeed now a world court, exhibiting In it8 daily work that quality of 

univerrality which is alro a feature of this General As~~&ly. I think there 

ir every reauon to believe that this new burynerr of the Hague Court, which 

har been developing now for 80me time, ir ret to continue. A reaaon for that 

belief ir that thsto is perhap, now a greater undoratanding among Governments 

of the role that an international court can and should play in their relations 

with one anothor. An important and welcome symptom of that change ir the 

steady growth of the number of declaration6 accepting a measure of compulsory 

jurisdiction under Article 36.2 of the Court’8 Statute, the so-called optional 

clause. This development is alro matched by the withdrawal of many 

reservations against jurisdiction claurer in treatier, which is alro an 

important and welcome tendency, and by the augmentation of the Court’8 general 

jurisdiction. 

But it is not my intention just to report to the Assembly on the relative 

health of the World Court at the present time, but rather to try to look to 

the future and see the direction in which the Court perhaps ought to go during 

this Decade of International Law, whose progrrumne also includes the 

strengthening of the role of the International Court of Justice. A major 

problem for the United Nations as a whole must always be the relationsl:? 

between, on the one hand, political decision and action on the diplomatic 

plane and, on the other, adjudication on the basis of law by the Hague Court 

in its role as the principal judicial organ of the United Nations. What part, 

for instance, can and should the Court now play in that important new role of 

the United Nations which has been called preventive diplomacy7 These 

questions raise some other large questions and I can only attempt here to 
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rkotch the future role of the Court in this respect es I ROE it in this 

rapidly changing and evolving United Nations. 

The relatively restricted role played by the Court in the past sternncd, 

at least in part, from seeing the role and function of the Court as being e 

quite separate one to be performed over there in the Peace Palace at the 

Hague. I suppose people in general thought, and parhaps still think, of the 

Court aa a quite separate and self-sufficient meam of dealing with any 

dispute and thus, since it waft simplistically assumed that war8 and threat5 of 

wars arise from disputes, ensuring peace among nations. This innocent fallacy 

was fed by the more sophisticated fallacies of scholars who taught that, since 

all disputes were indeed capable of being solved by some legal answer, peace 

could be assured if Governments in dispute could be persuaded always to resort 

to the Court instead of resorting to force. 

The extraordinary thing about this attitude of idealitinq and at the same 

time harmfully isola’“ing the role of the World Court is that none of those 

comnentatora would for a moment have expected any domestic court within a 

State to be able of itself to create order in society by the rule of law when 

isolated from other organs of government such as an executive or legislative 

branch. For even in a developed society working within the legal system of a 

State, it may be found wiser arrri even compelling on occasion, to change 

anachronistic or outdated law r‘ither than seek to enforce it through the 

courts. There are, therefore, svme situations and even some disputes between 

Governments which require a pciltical decision by a political body rather than 

a decision by a court on the h,+ ,is of eristiog law. Xt is a so,rce of 

constant wonder that so many yo~d people in the past could so long have 

supposed that an international rourt with compulsory jurisdiction was really 
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posriblo without cwploswatary and dovolopad competences vortod lo othor kinds 

of latornatloaal govornmatal bodies. 

lortunatsly, davalopunentr within the United Nation8 itrolf have now 

overtaken thim fallacy. Now the General Asscmhly, working mainly through the 

International Law Comnirsion and the Sixth Committee but a)#0 through other 

organ8, engages actively and continuously not only in ths codification of 

existing International law but a100 in its progrerrivo development. And the 

preventive diplomacy of the Secretary-Cene:al, the Security Council and indeed 

the General Assembly is providing the International Court of Justice with thst 

political context in which it should now be able to perform its propor legal 

function. 
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But let urn be clear that adjudication of dirputor im a procor8 that has 

certala quite partlculsr characterirticr, the nature of which It fr important 

to appreciate if we are to see the proper place of adjudication in the general 

acheme of the United Nationr. 

lhe fnternational Court of Justice, like any court of law set up to 

adjudicate a dispute, operates by roquirinq the partier, by a proceur of 

writton and oral pleadings, to reduce or refine their dispute into a series of 

specific irruea of law or fact, or both law and fact, on which the parties 

take different views, and upon which accordingly the Court can decide by 

saying yea or nay, with the decirion supported by legal reasoning. This 

procesr ir easily recognisable by consulting the so-called sulnirrions of the 

parties in any case and the operative part of a Judqment. In thir process of 

the identification of the erreotial juridical and factual i88ue8, the dispute 

is, as it were, refined, reduced and procersed so aa to make it suitable for 

judicial settlement, to make it in fact a justiciable disputs. 

The issues thus identified and abstracted are decided by the Court by 

considering them in the light of the applicable law, which is public 

international law. Internatioual law is nowadayr a much more elaborated, 

developed and complete system of law than many people realire, thanks partly 

to the jurisprudence resulting from the decisions of the International Court 

of Justice and other legal tribunals, and thanks also to the vary important 

work of tho International Law Comisaion and the Sixth Committee of the 

General Assembly. 

On the other hand, although the process of adjudication means the 

reduction of a dispute to specific issues of law and fact, it is also 

necessary to appreciate that there is also in every dispute a more or less 
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important political content. 'bvery docirL6.m ol. a court has political 

conmequeecs5, a8 well nr leqal onea. The former tenbtacy of c-ntatorr to 

diotioguish between legal and political disputes, aa if they fell iuto quite 

dirtinct categories, had a dangerous artificiality. A court rust iadeed apply 

legal rules and be seen clearly to be doing no, for otherwise it forfeits such 

authority a5 it has, for its authority arises not from the pronouncements of 

judges but fron pronouncements of what rho lau is. IWvertheless, a good and 

useful court will not be ignorant of the political issues iovo.lved or DE the 

political consequencea of the dscirion it taker. 

Tbs important distinction, therefore, fs not between legal and polittcal 

dirputea 80 much as between legal and political methods of dealing with 

disputes and indeed also with situations. One does not go to a court with 

matter8 in which a political rather than a legal decision is required; to do 

that there are other bodies, not least the principal political organ8 of the 

United Nations itself. 

Nevertheless, there are many situations and disputes even of a highly 

political kind in which both kinds of process - adjudication and political and 

diplomatic adjustment - can make a contribution. I can best say vhat I mean 

by referring here to the report of the Secretary-General to the General 

Assembly, where it is said: 

“Another deficiency in the working of the syst-a of collective 

security is the insufficient use of the principal judicial organ of the 

United Nations, the International Court of Justice. Hany international 

dispute5 are justiciahle; even those which seers entirely political (as 

the Iraq-Kuwait dispute prior to invasion) have a clearly legal 

component. If, for any reason, the parties fail to refer ;Ihe matter to 



the Court, the process of achieving a fair and objoctivoly coamtendable 

settlement sad thus defuslnq ea international cririr rituatlon would M 

facilitated by obtaini.ng the Court’r advi.aory oplaion.” (cvIB/I,-4) 

I want to emphasise this idea of identifying the “legal compaaent” or 

components of a larger and perhapa, looked at a8 a whole, pradominantly 

political dispute or rrituation. Thir ia where the Court’s advirory 

jurisdiction, whereby it can qive n non-binding opinion on the proper law 

applicable to a legal component of a diaputo, could be ianenrely useful. It 

may sometime6 offer a way of getting things moving. In any case, the 

clarification of the legal position of a mainly legal component can surely be 

very helpful. I am not suggesti.ng it wauXd invarJably be vise or urrful a0 

seek an advisory opinion: that is a matter of juridical and political 

judgment. But I do believe that to have this option more constantly in mind 

would have great advantagea for the whole process of preventive diplomacy. It 

is perhaps unfortunate tha: a superficial reading of Article 33 of the 'United 

Nations Charter, which lists all the possible ways for the pacific settlement 

of disputes, may give the impression that Parties have simpiy to choose a 

metknd frcjm the list, including the possibility of adjudication. X0 fact, 1 

believe that the Court can usefully play a role, even in highly political 

mattsrs, complementary to the other methods in that list. 

‘To have the principal judicial organ of the United Nations more often 

employed with respect to the legal components of situations with which the 

United Nations is concerned would, quite apart from its possible contribution 

to solving a dispute or situation, also do inaaense good for international 

law. The relevance of international law would thus ba brought home to people 
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gonerally. Such a development murt be good not only for the Court but also 

for the United Nation8 and for the authority and awareness of internntional 

law itrelf , 

In short, I nee the future of the Iatornational Court of Jnstice an 

becoming much more clearly meen a8 the principal judicial organ of the rlnited 

Nation8 and much more intimately concerned with what ir hapruning here at 

United Natiors Headquartmrs in New York. I want to see the judicial orgcln 

and the political organs of the Onited Nations both working in harnera much 

more than hitlrerto. This, I must make very clear, is not at all to suggest 

that I want the Court itself to become more political. On the contrary, its 

missiot is to declare and apply the law, and it will range outaide that task 

at its paril and at the peril of intercatianal law. Rather, the sin I have in 

view is that the Court and the law it applies should be seen much mcare readily 

and commonly to be relevant to most disputed situations if only to a legal 

component of those situations. and that it should be much more readily seen 

that the Court itself could be used for its proper legal purpose by ths 

Security Council and the General Assembly, and by other bodies entitled to 

employ the Court’s advisory jurisdiction, in matters that are not essentially 

legal in the overall view but perhaps highly political. 
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The Court ham demonmtrstatd that, where an advimory opinion im ranted 

urgently, it im able to give an anmver ronarkably quickly. ha Court, in the 

caee of th8 Palertine Liberation OrganinatioD Office in Nor York, whore the 

Goneral Ammmmbly amkad for an advimory opinion 00 2 Uarch 1918, warn able, 

after full oral procomdingm. to give itm opinion in the following month of 

April. So, whore rapidity im thought necemmary and vimm, vm think wo can 

provide it. 

Let N empharixa now most mtrongly that what I am trying to muggsmt im 

not what ona ured to hear about dimcovoring varioum rayr of finding work for 

the Court to do. There im DOW no need for that. Tha Court im busy with 

important came8 and indeed itm meagre remourcem of parmonnol and promimem are 

already dangerously stretched. It is, rather, a proposal that ratrort to the 

Court should be seen. not a8 a process over there in The Hague which can 

occamionally be aporopriate and ureful, but am an integral part of the work of 

preventive diplomacy in the United Nations here ir, Nrrv York. Such a 

development must help dUriD9 this United Nationa Decade of International Law 

to make people generally much more aware that international law is a complete 

system and that it should be and is regularly applied by the United Nations 

itself. 

Let me DOW finally turn to an aspect of the Court's competence that stems 

not only from its own Statute but also from its being the principal judicial 

organ of the Organization. I refer to the fact that there is no element of 

the system of international law that is not within the Court’s jurjzeication 

to interpret and apply when it is called upon to do 80. 

The perceived needs of a particular time will dictate emphasis on certain 

aspects or topics of internationbl law. The needs of our time have meant 
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rightly that energy, time, pareion and politicr are concenttatod on such 

matters a8 the onvirownt, conservation and distribution of resources, human 

rights and other topically important parts of international law. It is 

crucial, however, never for a moment to lose sight of the fact that all these 

parts of internationsl law depend ultimately on the health and strength of the 

system of international law ae a whole. A right - even human rights - does 

not amount to much in practice unless it is established and seen to be 

ertabliehod as an integral part of the whole system of international law which 

alono can create effective corresponding obligation8 in the international 

community. Some of thorn special cause6 are no doubt very important, but the 

most important special cause of all is international law itself and as a whole. 

The International Court or Jumtice, as the principal judicial organ of 

the United Nations, is the organ which rupromely represents and enshrines this 

univerral syrtom of now wall-developed and working law. The Court’8 

jurisdiction ir in no way limited as to subject-matter. The environment. 

conservation, human rights, the law of the ma and the rest are without 

exception within the ambit of the Court’s jurisdiction, and the range of 

topics involved in our present list of cases illustrates the wide spread. 

There is of course room for some more specialired or region&l tribunals. 

But let it not be forgotten that, exactly as in domestic court hierarchies, 

the principal judicial organ has jurisdiction in all matters: for in the end. 

the fabric of an effective law must be seen to be one and undivided, and 

universal in its application. 

I am most grateful to have been given this opportunity to report on the 

staie of the International Court of Justice and to make some suggestions about 

the direction of its future development. In closing, may I just express the 
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warm gratitude of all miqmbers of the International Court of Justice for the 

splendid support the Court is now receiving from the General Assembly and its 

Committees in the form of advice, encoursgement and material renourcee. All 

that, I can aaaure the Assembly, is vary much appreciated by all members of 

the Court. 

Th6_EE&SmBm (interpretation from Arabic): I now call on the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, 

The-a: The discussion of the report of the 

International Court of Justice givea me a welcome opportunity to mske some 

observation8 on the interplay of the priuclpal organs of the United Nations in 

the field of peaceful settlement of international disputes. It also afforda 

me an occarion to review certain meaaurea that might lead to the atrenqthenlng 

of the complementarity of the respective roles of the principal organs !n this 

important field. It gives me particular pleasure to make these remarks in the 

General Assembly in the presence of the President of the International Court 

o; Justice. 

The International Court of Justice is one of the six principal organs of 

the United Nations and forms an integral part thereof. The organic links with 

the other principal organs of the United Nations are maintained through, tier 

,u, the annual report on the work of the Court and elections of members of 

the Court by the General Assembly and the Security Council acting 

independently but in concert, a unique procedure which underlines the active 

role of the two main principal organs in deciding the composition of the 

Court. 

That the Court is also the principal judicial organ provides a further 

bond in the relationship. The General Assembly, the Security Council or other 
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organs of the United Nationa and l pocielisod agencies ao authorised, may 

request the Court to give an advisory opinion on any legal questions arising 

within the rcopo of their activities. In this way, the Court assists the 

functioning of the Grganiaation and of the system aa e whole. Although few in 

number, the adviaory opinions of the Court have been extremely important in 

the constitutional life of the Organisation. 

?or the purpose of maintaining international peace and security and of 

promoting the peaceful settlement of disputes. the Charter prescribes 

complementary roles for the General Assembly, the Security Council, the Court 

and the Secretariat. The primary responsibility for the maintenance of 

international peace and security is assigned to the Security Council. It has 

full executive authority ranging from the competence to investigate disputes 

and to recormwnd methoda of adjustment or terms of settlement to the power of 

determining the existence of a threat to the peace and deciding on enforcement 

measures. 

The General Assembly has broad functions in regard to any matter within 

the scope of the Charter to consider and make recommendations on the 

principles of cooperation in securing world peace, and has the overarching 

competence to discuss and, under certain circumstances, mske reconmnendation3 

on questions relating to the maintenance of international peace and security. 

AS for the Court, the Charter provides that legal disputes should as a 

general rule be referred by the parties to the International Court of 

Justice. Thus, the Court, in addition to being the principal judicial organ 

of the institution itself, is also the principal arm for resolving legal 

disputes between States. Member States are ipso facQ parties to the Court’s 

Statute. Under specific conditions, a State which is not a Member of the 

United Nations may also have access to the Court. 
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Hera, the function of the Court ir to docido, in sccordance with 

international lnw, disputes of a legal nature aulnnittsd to it by States. The 

Court helps therefore to achieve the objective of bringing about adjustment or 

settlement of disputes by “peaceful meano and in confornity with the 

principle8 of justice and international law”. 

Pursuant to the Charter, each Member State undertakes to comply with the 

decision of the Court in any case to which it is a party. Recourse may ala0 

be made to the Security Council with a view to giving effect. to the judgment. 

XII deciding disputes between States and through its judgments. which represent 

the most authoritative pronouncementa on international law, the Court 

contribute8 to the mninteoance of international peace and security. The 

record shows that a high percentage of disputes brought to the Court have been 

satisfactorily resolved. Let me just mention in this regard the North Sea 

Continental Shelf cases of 1969, the Gulf of Maine Case of 1964 and the 

Frontier Dispute case of 1986. 

The Secretariat, which is another principal organ, executes decisions and 

facilitates their implementation for the reduction of international tension 

and abatement of conflicts. To that end, the Secretariat has indeed provided 

a wide range of services to the parties in co.lflicts occurring in different 

parts of the world. To open channels of conununication, to establish facts, to 

supply professional knowledge or expertise, and to develop draft texts are 

typical examples of such services - all of which have proved very valuable to 

the parties in search of a solution to the conflict. Here the activities of 

the Secretarirc complement those of the other principal organs for securing 

international peace. 
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Article 99 of the Chartor specifically authoriror the Socrotary-General 

to bring to the attention of the Security Council any aattor which in his 

opinion may throaton the raintoaaaco of international peace and recurity. The 

intention of the Chertor framorr was to f8cilitata the Security Council'8 

tarkr under the Chartar. This muthorlamtion a100 provides an important legal 

bsrir for the Secretary-General to initiate action8 for peace-looping and 

peace-nuking. All tho8o are Deant to complement and rtrengthen the functions 

and powo~r of the Security Couocil for the peaceful settlement of disputes. 

Clearly, oath of thoro principal organs ir endowed with a distinct role 

in the maiDtODaDC0 Of iOterDatiODa1 pe8co aDd 8OCUrity. But these role8 are 

CO~lOlbODtPry. Tho independonco of Namibia, which wa8 achimved through the 

engagement of the Genoral A88orahly and tho Security Council, the use of the 

Court'8 advisory jurirdictioa, and the l ffoctivo implementation of policy 

dOCiRiOD8 by tho Socrotariat, best illustrator such complementary role8 

performed by the principal organ8 in bringing about peaceful solutions to 

international conflicta. 

The complementarity 1~ rolo8 of the Court and tho Security Council should 

be better understood and can be further rtrengthonsd in the field of 

settlement of disputer. tven international disputes which are predominantly 

political in nature often have a legal component. Dispute management can be 

greatly facilitated if logal componont8 are separated from political issues. 

Different treatments can thus bs applied. A referonce to the International 

Court of Justice of even ono legal arpect can produce valuable building blocks 

which may be useful for packaging tbo final politic81 solution to the 

conflict. 
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Thlr in no way detract8 from the rerpectivo fuactlonr oithor of the 

Counci 1 or of the Court. On the contrary, it pointa to the utility of greater 

cooperation. 

To undertake contentious proceediaqr bofore tho fntornational Court of 

Just ice, which are by definition adverrarial, may not bo feasible or even 

desirable in certain situations. Advisory opinions, horn* sr, nay offer a 

viable alternative, since they are given to a third party - that is, the 

requesting organ -. not to the partier themselver. Thir reducer publicity and 

insulates the parties from direct confrontation. Moreover, the opinion being 

advisory and not binding makes it earier for the partioo to agree to this 

approach. Suffice it to mention here that the Court’s advirory opinions 

regarding reservations to the 1946 Genocide Convention, itr advisory opinion 

on Namibia in 1971 and the 1975 opinion on the question of Western Sahara have 

all assisted the political organs of the United Nations on the settlement of 

disputes, facilitating an international solution to long-standing problems. 

Both the Security Council and the General Assembly have the right to 

request advisory opinions from the Court, a right which could be exercised 

with greater frequency. But circumstances may require or the parties may 

prefer a quiet and discreet procedure which would not involve going through 

the decision-making process involving the entire General Assembly or the 

Security Council. This may particularly be the case in instances in which the 

Secretary-General is entrusted with the exercise of good offices aa mediator 

of a dispute. Therefore, I have on a number of occasions suggested that the 

General Assembly should consider the possibility of authoriting the 
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Secretary-General to requert, vitb tba consent of tbo partiaa tc l &o dispute. 

advisory opinions from the Court. Tba requaat would cow from tbo 

Secretary-General and the opinion given by the Court would ba for his uab. 

rho political contentr of the case would be Jo-ampbasisod and the parties 

would be able to detach themselves Iron the reguemt and from the proceedings. 

Thir would leave the Secretary-General the flexibility to find the bast way to 

use the advisory opinion ia tbo rearcb for a solution to the dispute. 

Before closing, I should like to turn to the topic of furaishiog legal 

and financial assistance to States wiabioq to settle their disputes. Such 

assirtaoce repre8enta, in my view, another example of complementary activities 

of the principal organs for the purpose of promoting peaceful settlement of 

disputes. 

Legal disputes exist in various parta of the world. The high costa 

incurred in proceedings often constitute a finaocial obstacle to seeking a 

judicial settlement through the Court, even though such e pacific settlement 

of disputes is in accorddance witb Article 33, paragraph 1 of tbe Charter. 

This financial constraint is particularly apparent in developing countries 

where multiple needs compete for very limited funds. There are instances 

where t\e parties are prepared to resort to judicial aettlemant but are in 

need of funds or legal expertise or both. There have also been cases where 

the parties were willing but unable, for financial reasons, to implement so 

International Court of Justice judgment. The availability of external 

resources in such situations can therefore be extremely helpful to States in 

their search for peaceful solutions through the International Court of Justice 

for the settlement of disputes. 
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With thir in mind, I l rtablirhed a Trurt Fund in 1999 to offor limited 

financial aasirtance to States to defray their l xpoodituror incurred in court 

proceedings. Uy objectlvor are to encourage Ststor to make bettor uoo of the 

International Court of Justice and alao actlvaly to forter the peaceful 

settlement of disputer. 

The Fund has received world-wide rupport and some 30 Stator from all 

regions of the world have made financial contributionr. The lurid received its 

first application earlier this year and fin award was aubrequently made to a 

developing country which is seeking a rolution to a dispute with a netghbour 

through the International Court of Justice. A second application is OOM 

pending. The present assets of the Pund are, however, very limited. 1 draw 

the Assembly’s attention to this because I firmly believe that the Trust Fund 

provides a practical way of assisting States in their endeavours to reach a 

peaceful solution to their disputes. 

Recent events underline that the Organirarion is capable of being an 

effective institution not only for the maintenance of international peace and 

security but also for the making of peace in different parts of the world. 

Principal organs, including the International Court of Justice, havo important 

and distinct roles to perform in this area. It is through their complementary 

efforts that the potential of the United Nations will best be used. Uembe r 

States should realize this and act accordingly. 
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ml- (Mexico) (interpretation from Spaaimh): At ita 

forty-aisth aoaaion, the General Aaaomhly had thm opportunity of hearing the 

conments in the Sixth Connit. of Sir Robert Jenaingr, President of the 

International Court of Jurtico, on the Court’s growing activity, (I trend 

which, we are pleased to me, im gaining strength, am ir apparent from the 

lucid statement made this morning by the President of the Court. 

The dynamic change8 taking place in international mocisty have led to 

broad discussion of the place the United Nations should occupy in the system 

of relations that can already be glimpsed, as well ae of reforms that might 

lead to the rtrengthening of that role. The International Court of Justice, 

as a principal organ, must alro be included in this l xercine. 

Respect for international law has beon and will remain a priority for 

Mexico and the Latin American countries, aa their Heads of State and 

Government indicated in the Guadalajara Declaration of last July, in which 

they stressed their conunitment to otrengthening international law a8 a 

priority objective to be attained in the current atmosphere of world w. 

Chapter II of the report, concerning the Court’s jurisdiction, both in 

contentious ca8ee and in advisory proceedings, prompts member8 to give some 

thought to these matters for several reasons. The figure of 159 States given 

as parties to its Statute has increased with the admissio. of new Members to 

the Organitation, which has implications for the Court’s future work. 

Moreover, the report indicates that as at July 1991, 53 States had made 

declarations recognixing the Court’s jurisdiction as compulsory. As early as 

October 1947, the Government of Mexico, consistent with its foreign policy. 

formulated its declaration in that regard. In the interest of widening the 

scope of the Court’s jurisdiction, Mexico would welcome initiatives in this 



direction that State8 that have already made declaration5 may wish to take, 

iaaamuch am wa are aware that the judicial remedy I6 one among other important 

forms of recourem for the peaceful rettlement of disputes. 

Xa hia annual report this year, the Secretary-General once again 

smphaaismm, with the force derived from the experience of events in t.he past 

fear, an important ruggertion with respect to preventive diplomacy, which is 

reproduced in Chapter II of the Court’s report. In it, the 

Secretary-General - in our view quite rightly - again puts forward for the 

conrideration of the General Assembly, an he has done verbally, the 

dsrirability of extending to him the authority to request advisory opinions 

from the International Court of Justice whenever such opinion5 would 

facilitate the procesr of achieving an objectively just and fitting solution, 

thus ultimately strengthening the means of defusiDg possible international 

criae5. 

The Mexican delegation wishes to reiterate its strong support for that 

idea, which would be extremely beneficial to the cause of preventing and 

resolving international conflicts. Uoreover, we wish to draw attention to the 

favourable attitude towards this suggestion taken by a growing number of 

State5 in the course of the debates in the Sixth Committee. The additional 

information, both legal and political, so clearly provided by the 

Secretary-General in his statement, prompts the Assembly to act expeditiously. 

Mexico deems the Secretary-General’s proposal to be consistent with the 

environment of worldwide change that is inspiring the international conununity 

and is gradually leading to a strengthened United Nations role within a 

pluralistic and democratic framework. in which all Statea are participating. 

based essentially on international law and cooperation for development. 
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While the broadeninq of the advisory functions of the International Court 

of Justice does indeed reflect a current interest, it ia not raeroly a rorpon~e 

to a current attitude. Rather, it is backed by years of careful reflection. 

Now that appropriate conditions oxiet, we believe this is the time to take 

measures leading to that objrctivo. The framework for considering t&e 

modalities of that decision might well be the present rer~ioa of the General 

Assembly or the nest session of the Special Cornnittee on the Charter. 

Chapter IX1 of the report bears witness to the growing resort to the 

International Court of Justice in contentious cases. The law of the sea is 

the main issue in a number of the 11 cases before the Court. 

Chapter IV refers to the valuable contribution the Court has made, at the 

Secretary-General’s request, for the celebration of the United lOstions Decade 

of International Law. In this regard, because it is intimately linked to the 

United Nations Proqranune of Assistance in the Teaching, Study, Dissemination 

and Wider Appreciation of International Law, mention should be made of the 

Court’s enthusiastic attitude, as expressed on previous occasions, towards the 

publication of ita Judgments in all the official language!! of the United 

Nations, which, unfortunately, has not been possible aa yet, because of 

budgetary imitations. 

Mexico, nevertheless, welcomes the news that it will be possible to 

translate and publish in all the official languages the sumnary records of the 

Court’s Judgments and advisory opinions, as a result of which the Court has 

offered to provide for publication a set of all such surrunaries dating back to 

1949. The availability of this documentation will certainly promote the 

greater knowledge and dissemination of international law. 



BC/7 

Lastly, my dologatioa rirbor to place on record itr appreciation of, and 

rupport for the ~mctetary43enera1'8 initiative regarding the trust fund for 

aarlrtlaco to Stator in the rmttl~nt of dirputem through Lb8 Court. Thi8 

ioitiativa has the !Derit, w, of r*duciag l conoadc inbalancos batwnsn 

Stator and of creating a degree of oqu8lity mag tboa with regard to thr 

pommibility of accorr to tbo Court’8 support rervicmm, 
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l!tL-n&m.- (Spain) (intotprstation from Spanishlr First of 

all, X would like to thank the Secretary-General and Bir Robert Jennings, the 

President of the International Court of Jurtice, for their very interesting 

words. tram them and from the report of the Court on itr activitiem from 1 

Augumt 1990 to 31 July 1991, which has been circulated to urn, we can see that 

the mituation of the Court is highly encouraging, with an incraaring number of 

camem being submitted to it, irrefutable evidence of the growing confidence of 

states in this high institution. This situation is a cause of particular 

satiefsction to my country which fervently believer in the need to settle 

disputea between states by peaceful meanb, using all the procedurer provided 

for the purpose by the United Nations Charter rnd other international 

instrumants. 

In these new and vary encouraging times in international relations it is, 

as has just been recalled by the representative of Mexico and wag stressed at 

the recent suxmnit of Ibero-American heads of state and government held in 

Guadalajara, particularly necessary for international society to be based on 

respect for the rule of law and therefore, as provided in Article 1 of the 

Charter, disputes between states should be settled in conformity with the 

principles of justice and international law. One important means to that enc’, 

is through recourse to the International Court of Justice, the principal 

judicial organ of the United Nations. 

Use of the Court preauypoaea the existence of two conditions: political 

will and the finanical means of doing so. Political will is particularly 

expressed in the acceptance of tha juri.adiction of the Court, which may be a 

general acceptance or on a case-by-case basis. In this regard, may I point 

out, as indicated in paragraph 14 of the Court’s report, that Spain ha9 
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ecceptod thir compuleory jurisdiction when it depoeited, on 29 October 1990, 

ite optional declaration aa provided for in Article 36 of thm Gtatute of the 

Court. But, in addition to the political will, there must bo the economic 

reeourcee for embarking on proceedinge which in moet caoom are lengthy und 

coetly. Two year8 ago, the Secetary-General had tho l rcollent idea of 

establiehfng a trust fund ae a meaue of aseieting leer developed states in 

this regard. Today we can note with satisfaction thnt the fund has begun to 

work and I am pleaeed to say that my country has just made a contribution to 

it. 

I said before that the situation of the International Court is 

encouraging, but in the pursuit of such an ambitious goal ae respect far 

justice and intonational law in international relatione, it ie aleo true that 

we must never become complacent. We must therefore exert constant efforts 

towards that goal. We believe that the words we have just heard both from the 

President of the Court and from the Secretary-General ehow ue the road that we 

might follow. 

The Secretary-General, continuing his thinking in this area, has 

presented to us in his last two annual reports and in his statement this 

morning a specific suggestion aimed at refining the existing system on the 

basis of the Charter. He requests that the General Assembly authoriae him, as 

provided for under Article 96 of the Charter, to request advisory opinions of 

the Court on legal questions arising within the scope of his activities. In 

our view, we should give serious consideration to the poaeibilitiea of 

acceding to that request and finding the right ways and means of doing SO. 

The text of Article 96 of the Charter provides ample scope for finding a 

generally acceptable solution that would enable the Secretary-General to use 
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ths l xprrisncm sad authority of the Court when, in ths l xerciae of his duties, 

legal questions may arise which rsquirs clarification at the highest possible 

level. We et8 convinced that we would thereby be serving the ultimate goal of 

the Organisation, which is none other than the maintenance of international 

peace and security under conditions :hat may ssrvs ths aim of justice and 

proqrsns for mankind. 

&Am (Sierra Loons): The Sierra Leone delegation would like 

to join in welcoming Sir Robert Jennings, the President of the International 

Court of Justice, to this fourty-sixth ression of the United Nations General 

ASMRblY. and to l rpross our gratitude and appreciation to him for his 

illuminating statsmsnt on the ongoing activities of the International Court of 

Justice and its role in the peaceful settlement of disputes. My delegation 

would also like to convey through the President to his brother judges its warm 

felicitations for ths outstanding role the Court has continued to play through 

its judgments, advisory opinions, interim measures and jurisprudence in 

fulfilment of the objectives and functions of the United Nations and its 

Charter, in particular in the maintenance of international peace and security. 

Much as we all welcome the lessening of tension in international 

relations it is axiomatic that if the much heralded new world order is to be 

durable and equitable, it must be predicated on the solid foundation of the 

rule of law and indeed of international law. In this connection, the 

International Court of Justice will have to play the role that it has played 

so eminently in the past, upholding the principles of the Charter in terms of 

the non-use of force in international relations and in terms of the peaceful 
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settlement of dirputor. Thst the International Court of Jurtico haa lstoly 

been performlng itr role aI the priacipml judicial organ of the international 

c0munit.y and hence increamingly won the confidence and admiration of the 

world community, im evidenced by it8 premeat lint of caao8 and the increaulng 

willingness of Member State8 to refer their dlrputer to the Court. Alma in 

this connection, the delegation of Sierra Leo~e concur@ with the position of 

the Secretary-General when ho rtater in him report on the work of the 

orgsniration that 

"The yule of law in international affair8 should . . . . be promoted by 

a greater recourse to the Iaternstioasl Court of Jurtice not only in 

adjudicating disputer of a legal nature but alro in rendering advisory 

opinion in the legal arpectr of a dirpute". (usl, w  P, 1s) 

The call by the Secretary-General that thie authority be extended to him, 

with the consent of partier to a dispute, to facilitate the peaceful 

r~asolutfon of conflicts, therefore meet9 with the approval nf my delegetion. 
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My delegation aleo welcomes the estsbliahment of the trust fund for 

assistance to States that are disposed to refer their disputes to the Court 

but that lack the means, financial and human, to do so. Howewr, my 

delegation would like to enter a caveat: we propose that, in the exercise of 

this function, advantage should be taken of the personnel available in the 

developing countries. Thin will not only promote the universality of the 

Court, but will also enable the requisite experience to be gained by personnel 

from the developing countries. 

Given the new climate which exists in international relations today, 

Member States that have not yet accepted the optional clause of the Statute of 

the International Court of Justice - Article 36, paragraph 2, to which the 

President of the Court alluded in his statement - should seriously consider 

doing so, thereby increasing recourse to the Court in cases of dinpute, which 

allows for judicial settlement, and hence strengthening irbternational 

relations. We have taken note of the information provfded by the President of 

the Court that Member States have indeed taken action in that connection - 

that is, in increasingly accepting the optional clause of the Statute of the 

Court. 

The Sierra Leone delegation would like once again to proffer its thanks 

to the Preeident of the International Court of Justice for taking the time to 

bs present among UE this morning. 

The PREaDm (interpretation from Arabic): We have thus concluded 

our consideration of agenda iten: 13. 
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PROGPAI9tII OF WORK 

-ml (interpretation from Arahic)~ The General Assembly 

had been scheduled to consider agenda item 30, “Cooperation between the United 

Nations and the Organisation of African Unity”, thla morning. However, at the 

request of a number of delegations, conrideration of this item is postponed to 

a later date, to be announced. 

I should like to inform members that on Wednesday, 13 November, in the 

morning, the Assembly will take up agenda item 39, “Question of the Falkland 

Ialandr (Halvinas)“, and ?yonda item 14, “Report of the International Atomic 

Energy Aqency”. a8 well as agenda itemr 18 (h), “Appointment of the members of 

the Consultative Cormnittee of the United Nations Development Fund for Women”, 

and 18 (il. “Appointment of members of the Connittee on Conferences”. 

In the afternoon of the same day, the Assembly vi11 consider agenda 

item 142, “Necessity of ending the economic, commercial and fifiancial embargo 

imposed by the United States of America against Cuba”. 

Agenda item 18 (9), “Appointment of members of the Joint Inspection 

Unit”, which had been scheduled for consideration on Wednesday, 13 November, 

will be taken up on Wednesday, 20 Novcmb-r, in the morning. 

The meetiaa r-5 a. m. 


